Abstract: This paper presents the complete system architecture of a robotic biopsy system for real-time operations.
Introduction
Image-guided core needle biopsies are performed to collect tissue samples from the patient's body for analysis and diagnosis. Core needle biopsies can be used to take samples from a patient's muscles, bones, and organs like the liver and prostate. Imaging technologies do not always provide sufficient information about tumors, so in some cases needle biopsies are suggested. Physicians and surgeons have to be careful while taking samples, as wrong samples can lead to a wrong diagnosis. In order to be sure, physicians normally take multiple samples, which are painful for the patients and can create postprocedure complications by damaging healthy tissue. Recent developments in robotic technologies have given the courage to introduce robotic systems in medicine. In percutaneous operations, robotic systems have provided valuable improvements in outcomes. They provide high precision and consistency in these complex operations.
Needle biopsy is a type of minimally invasive procedure. Minimally invasive surgery has also found popularity among surgical techniques due to the reduced postsurgical recovery time. Custom robotic systems have been developed for specific tissues like brain [1] , breast [2] , kidney [3] , lung [4] , and prostate [5] . In addition to these, there are systems developed for small animals [6] [7] [8] [9] for medical studies. The common design purpose of these systems is to reduce physician error and fatigue and to get the required accuracy and reliability in the process. In a clinical setup for a biopsy, the patient's breathing causes the target tissue to move from its position inside the body. A motion compensation scheme is also needed in order to reduce errors due to the respiratory motion, which is lacking in the systems discussed above.
An imaging system is used for visual feedback during these procedures. Some commonly used imaging systems are computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR) [10] , and ultrasound (US) technologies. In our study, 2D US imaging is used. A robotic system with intraoperative image guidance can be used to help physicians maintain motion stability in long and tiring operations and also make the procedure less painful for the patient.
The robots discussed in the literature are designed to insert biopsy needles with accurate orientation and position. They follow manual or predefined instructions and lack the ability to compensate the target's motion. This paper presents theÖzyegin Biopsy Robot (OBR), which is designed to perform in vivo needle biopsies, mostly focusing on breast, liver, and kidney biopsy. The OBR is a 5 DOF robotic system and uses US imaging to detect the motion of the needle tip as well as the moving target tissue in real time. The main contribution of the paper is demonstrating that the designed robotic system is able to cancel the relative motion between the target and the needle while performing the needle insertion. A target position is selected by a physician, such as an anomaly, using the US device. The robot can position itself with the desired pose and the needle insertion is performed by the robot autonomously. A complex task like this would require many components to function together. A complete system architecture that would combine seamless operation of the system components, and the design and implementation of feedback and feedforward controllers to compensate the motion of a moving target, are also presented.
System architecture of the OBR
Architecture is the backbone of any complex system. It is the base that defines how a system is divided into subsystems and how these subsystems communicate with each other to execute tasks. Just like any complex system, architecture is also important in the design of any robotic system, such as the robotic needle placement system presented in [11] . The right choice of architecture can lead to meeting system requirements and smooth implementation while a bad choice can cause frustrating problems in the development and can also cause restrictions [12] .
Robotic systems, especially real-time systems, interact with a dynamic environment and have physical components. That is why they require more care when being designed as compared to a software system. Most systems are designed as a hierarchical system [13] , a behavioral system [14] , or a hybrid of both systems [15, 16] . The OBR's system components have modules just like a behavioral system and work as subsystems. As opposed to hierarchical systems, these subsystems have the ability to perform high-level tasks independently. The system architecture adopted for the OBR is the hybrid type because it has many subsystems working as independent modules, but controlled by a master module. In this approach, a modular behavioral system and also a hierarchical control with a direct link between the master module and the slave modules was achieved. All the subsystems or system components are connected as a client-server dependency via UDP networking. The modularity of the system gives it flexibility and more security as each module can be programmed to handle exceptions independently.
Experimental setup and system components of the OBR
In a clinical situation, the patient is lying down on an operating table. The physician then marks the incision points on the skin according to prior knowledge of the location of the target tissue. If prior reports are not available, the physician locates the anomaly manually using US imaging. The physician then makes a small incision on the skin and prepares to insert the needle. The needle is inserted when the patient exhales and the physician tries to keep the needle in an optimal orientation to reach the target tissue.
The experimental setup to implement and evaluate the proposed system is shown in Figure 1 . The figure shows all the system components in a functional arrangement. In order to make it possible for the OBR to perform autonomous biopsies, these components must work together with the OBR to make a whole system. Each component has a function of either an actuator or a sensor in the system. In this section, each system component is discussed briefly as a module and their mutual functions are also discussed [17] . The biopsy procedures using the OBR are performed on gel or water phantoms. A six DOF industrial robotic arm, Robot I (UR3 Universal Robots A/S, Odense, Denmark), is used to hold the US probe in place and align it with the target and the needle when it is inserted. Another six DOF industrial robot, Robot II (Kuka KR6 R900, KUKA Roboter GmbH, Augsburg, Germany), is used to mimic the respiratory motion of the target tissue by moving the target point in the phantom. At the start of the procedure, the US probe is aligned with the target. Then the OBR is initialized and then the needle goes to an insertion pose. Once the needle has started to move towards the target, Robot I aligns the probe with the needle and the OBR starts to track the motion of the target tissue. A motion capturing system (OptiTrack, Naturalpoint, Inc., Corvallis, OR, USA) is used to track the motion of all the moving parts of the project in 3D space, such as the OBR, US the probe, and the needle mechanism. The motion capturing system is also used to calibrate the 2D US images in 3D space to align the needle axis with the US imaging plane as discussed in [17] . In the experiments, a GE LOGIQ P5 2D US machine and a GE 11L linear 2D US probe were used to acquire US images. The EURESYS PICOLO HD 3G frame grabber is used for data acquisition purposes. The US machine is used to get the visual feedback for the needle interventions. Figure 2 shows the data flow diagram of the system components. It describes how each component is connected to each other within the system. As seen in the figure, the workstation has two Ethernet ports, one of which connects to the motion capturing system (MoCap) and the other to Robot I or Robot II for TCP/IP communications. The US imaging machine is connected to the workstation through the frame grabber, which streams video at the rate of 15 FPS.
Robot I and II communicate with the workstation using the TCP/IP protocol. A communicator can be programmed in any language that supports UDP communication. Python was used to implement UDP communicator. OBR has two-way communications with the CPU through the Quanser Q8 DAQ Board at 500 Hz. The controller for the OBR is developed using Simulink according to the control law discussed in [18] . 
Ultrasound Machine

System integration
In this section, we will discuss how all the components are integrated together in the system and are running in parallel. The MoCap system runs on proprietary software called Motive (OptiTrack, Naturalpoint, Inc.). The cameras are calibrated in the software using a calibration wand, and then the rigid bodies are created from the optical markers. Once the software starts tracking the rigid bodies, data streaming is enabled to stream the tracking data in real time to the local or external host. The data can be listened to through opening a UDP socket in MATLAB. A Python application, henceforth referred to as server.py, is programmed. This piece of code opens two UDP sockets, one to communicate with Robot I or Robot II through the Ethernet port and the other one to receive correction values from another program, which will behave as the master program, henceforth named as Main Module. These applications are programmed to transmit zeroes as default correction values whenever the external link is not available. It allows them to run in parallel to a program at a different frequency of data rates and stay idle while waiting for it to initialize or send a packet of new information.
When Robot I/Robot II and the motion tracking are ready, the biopsy robot's controller is started in Simulink. It has the same mechanism of listening to a UDP socket for correction values from an external program. The controller first finds the joint angles of all the links from the inverse kinematics and then the calculated torque controller combined with the PD controller computes the motor currents.
Once all the subsystems are open and running, Main Module manages the operation of these components and runs the control algorithms for the autonomous needle biopsies. The control flow diagram of this Main Module is shown in Figure 3 .
After initializing, Main Module connects to the UDP sockets that are opened for communicating with Motive, OBR, and server.py. In order to run the main at a constant rate, a timer interrupt is initialized, which will trigger the main loop at constant intervals of time. The frequency of this timer is set manually and depends on the processing time taken to complete one cycle. Once the timer is triggered, first of all, the MoCap data are received and transformations are calculated. After that, the US video object is triggered to get the latest frame and this frame is processed to find the location of the target point using the calibration factors found in [17] . At this point, the information from both these sensory inputs is used to generate the corresponding correction values for both the OBR and Robot I/Robot II and transmitted through the respective sockets, and then the program waits here for the next trigger of the timer.
Motion compensation
The OBR is designed to perform biopsies in the abdominal region. The organs of the patient's body move due to respiratory or voluntarily movements of the patient. Tumorous tissue can also move from its place due to US probe pressure on the skin and needle insertion. In order to be autonomous, the system must be able to interact with its environment and behave accordingly. In our case, the needle must reach a target tissue that is a dynamic environment due to constantly changing position [19] .
This study suggests a method in which the robot moves the needle with the moving target in order to cancel the relative motion, hence reducing the error and increasing the accuracy of correct tissue extraction. Sharma et al. [20] and Schwiekard et al. [21] concluded in their studies that motion compensation of a respiratory motion is achievable. Riviere et al. [22] presented an adaptive controller that was able to model and predict the breathing motion of a target during needle interventions. Trejos et al. [23] discussed the ability of a platform that allowed a surgeon to perform tasks on a motion-cancelled target.
The motion compensation problem has many challenges. It is hard to track the moving target and the exact needle tip position in a US image. Reaching a target tissue while avoiding any obstruction requires a significant number of degrees of freedom. The OBR has 5 degrees of freedom, which makes it effective in reaching a target from any angle. A visual tracking method is used in this study to simultaneously track the needle tip and the target. The visual tracking method is an image-based tracking method and it uses motion information in consecutive frames.
In this section, two different control techniques to track a moving target are presented. One is a traditional PD controller and the other is receding horizon model predictive control [24] , or simply called model predictive
control (MPC).
A 20 × 20 mm piece of rubber was used as the moving target for these experiments because its appearance in the US image was good for the segmentation algorithm. This rubber target is attached to the Robot II end effector with an extension rod, which can move it according to a breathing reference signal. The US probe is manipulated by Robot I and the probe is attached to the robot through a 3D printed probe holder. The OBR is used to manipulate the biopsy needle. Figure 4 shows the real target and the US image of the target and the needle being tracked by the image processing software. 
PD controller
One of the simplest controllers that can be used in this situation is a PD controller. The feedback of both the needle tip and the target from the US imaging is available, also shown in Figure 4 . The image processing algorithm developed in [19, 25] is used to get the position of both the needle tip and the moving target in real time. The error between the position of the target and the needle tip is sent to the OBR controller via the UDP connection as discussed in Section 3.
The algorithm is tested at different frequencies of 0.2 Hz to 1 Hz and peak to peak amplitudes of 1 cm to 3 cm. Figure 5 shows the tracking of a target motion with 0.2 Hz and 1 cm amplitude. It shows plots for both the x-and y-direction.
The RMS errors are 0.42 and 0.81 mm for the x-and y-direction, respectively. The reason for this high RMS error is the processing time of images between the updates to the controller effort. This is also one of the reasons why this controller is not suitable for higher frequencies. Sensor delay, which is discussed in the following section, is also contributing to introduce lag in tracking.
Sensor time delay -US imaging latency
All the sensors have some intrinsic latency in them, which is the time delay between the actual event and the time when the sensor reports the event. In the motion compensation application of the OBR, US imaging is our feedback system. The US machine takes some time to process the information received from the piezoelectric sensor array and send it to the external system. Ignoring this time delay can cause large tracking errors. Bowthorpe et al. in [26] presented a similar problem. They found the sensor time delay and implemented a Smith predictor to compensate sensor delay. An experiment is designed to measure the sensor delay and incorporate it in our control scheme.
The OBR is controlled with a joystick and moved randomly. US imaging is used to record the motion of the needle tip. Both of these events are time-stamped using the same universal clock. The commands to the OBR are stored with a time stamp, after the processing, right before they are sent to the robot, and the time for the US image is stamped right when a new frame is triggered, before any processing is performed. In this way, the computational delays of MATLAB are eliminated and the offset between two sets of data should purely be caused by the US machine's processing time. The delay between the two signals is calculated as the difference of the discrete timestamps and is 150 ms on average.
Receding horizon model predictive control
The results of tracking from PD control were above the acceptable error level of 1 mm RMS for high frequencies. The OBR is designed to have the capability of tracking a target moving with 2 Hz frequency and 10 mm amplitude. The OBR should meet the benchmark of less than 1 mm RMS tracking error under these conditions. The sensor latency found in the previous section introduces a phase lag in the tracking. Design of a new controller is needed to handle these problems. This section presents the design of MPC [24, 27] , which utilizes the information of the breathing model and sensor delay optimizing tracking problem.
MPC optimizes the current state of the system taking the future states in account. A number of samples, for instance N , are selected as a design parameter, also called the horizon, and the current state of the system is optimized for this time-horizon. The current state is optimized for [kk + N ] samples, k being the current sample, but only the current position is implemented. For the next position in time, the horizon is moved forward and the state is optimized over [k + 1, k + N + 1], which gives this technique the name of receding horizon model predictive control (RHMPC) [28] . The length of the horizon is finite for periodic systems. The breathing model is a periodic signal and hence one cycle can be used as a feedforward signal for the next cycle.
RHMPC is an iterative and multivariable process that uses the dynamic model of the system, the history of previous control efforts, and an optimization cost function over the length of the horizon. The dynamic model of each joint of the OBR is available as calculated during the system identification presented by Orhan et al. in [18] . Using the breathing model of the previous cycle for prediction, a cost function can be defined and optimal control can be designed to minimize the cost function.
The optimal tracking problem goal is to find optimal control u for the system that will minimize the given cost function in Eq. (1). This will result in y tracking the signal y est. When solved as optimal feedback regulator [27, 29] , the solution to this control problem is derived from [30] and becomes as follows:
The resulting control algorithm is composed of feedback and feedforward parts.
Implementation
A breathing motion model is used as the reference signal and is fed to both the target and the RHMPC. The breathing motion model was obtained from the abdomen of a breathing human using a motion capture system. Then the motion is modeled with two sinusoids and then repeated tests are conducted using the same model. The same target rubber square is used in these experiments as described in Section 4 and KUKA moves the target with the reference signal. The same reference signal is also fed to the RHMPC as a feedforward signal. As moving target is isolated from the biopsy system, both signals must be synchronized by phase. Bebek [27] presented a technique where the phase difference is estimated on the basis of biological signals of the heart. In our study, the phase is estimated using visual feeds from US imaging.
For the first 14 s when started, the encoders of the OBR are being calibrated and no control algorithm is enabled. This time is utilized to find the phase offset of the target motion and added to the input signal of RHMPC. A parallel processing thread, henceforth named Phase Fit, waits for an enabling signal from the OBR controller in order to synchronize the clock. Figure 6 shows how the phase is calculated and added to the input signal. The Phase Fit thread stores the motion of the target for 10 s. A sinusoidal function can be fitted to the recorded data using least square fit. From this fit, the phase of the target motion can be found. The mean position of target motion to align the needle tip with it can also be found. This information is then shared with the OBR controller using a UDP connection before the 14-s mark hits. Hence, at the 14th second, the input signal phase to the RHMPC is corrected and it starts to track the target perfectly.
The KUKA robot is programmed to move the target in a sinusoidal pattern. The algorithm is tested at frequencies of 0.2 Hz to 1 Hz and peak to peak amplitudes of 1 cm to 2 cm. Figure 7 shows the tracking of a target motion with 1 Hz and 1 cm amplitude with an RMS error of 0.267 mm.
Comparison of RHMPC with PD
The RMS error of the PD controller in motion compensation is above our acceptable threshold value of 1 mm for high frequencies, as shown in the Table. On the other hand, RHMPC performed better in motion compensation and the RMS error was well below the threshold value of 1 mm. Figure 8 shows the comparison of the errors of these tracking control solutions. It can clearly be seen that the errors in the case of RHMPC are contained well under the safe value of 1 mm with mean very close to zero, which indicates perfect phase synchronization. On the other hand, the PD controller has a constant lag while tracking, which causes the mean of error to move away from the zero value. The Table represents the results of both of the controllers for different types of reference signals. It can be seen from the table that the PD controller is not robust at higher frequencies but responds reasonably to signals based on breathing motion data. Meanwhile, RHMPC performs well within the safe boundary at all frequencies.
Conclusion
This paper presented the design and implementation of the architecture of a robotic system for autonomous biopsy on moving targets. The OBR system architecture is designed in such a way that all the system components exist as modules and one master program controls the execution of tasks. The master program is connected to the subsystem modules over a client-server dependency via UDP networking. The subsystems have the ability to run independently in the case of master failure, which makes the system secure and flexible. The OBR is light-weight and compact, which makes it easier to be used in an operating room. The OBR has enough motion bandwidth to perform fast autonomous tasks [18] .
The system was tested to perform a biopsy on a target moving with different frequencies and amplitudes. In order to track a moving target, both feedback and feedforward controllers were designed. Feedback control with PD gains performed just around the minimum design requirement with RMS error of 0.95 mm considering the frequencies of the breathing motion model. To handle the higher frequencies and dynamic behavior of the operation environment, MPC is implemented. Sensor time latency was found through experiments and breathing motion was modeled to design the RHMPC. The performance of the RHMPC was found to be very promising with a tracking RMS error of 0.25 mm at 1 Hz.
